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1. Introduction

Media reports and other warnings regarding new and/or novel, potent, adulterated or contaminated drugs have increased over the last decade. However, these reports are often inaccurate, rarely confirmed by toxicology tests and may sometimes be counterproductive to public health messages intended to reduce drug-related harms and deaths.

An agreed local drug information system (LDIS) that uses consistent and efficient processes for sharing and assessing information, and issuing warnings where needed, can help ensure high-quality, effective information rapidly reaches the right people.

This document provides local authorities with information and advice to support them in assessing intelligence and issuing public health alerts on new and/or novel, potent, adulterated or contaminated drugs. It suggests systems and approaches that local areas may choose to adopt, adapt or use to inform their local systems.

Advice on developing such a system was requested by delegates at a north of England event run by Public Health England (PHE) and much of the content derives from their input. It was developed for PHE by Michael Linnell, advised by a group including local authority and police representatives.

The LDIS model proposed in this document is intended to respond to immediate risk, to be a low-cost, low-maintenance and multidisciplinary system that uses existing local expertise and resources. It uses elements from established local systems in Salford, Lancashire and Scotland. It is separate but complementary to the protocol used by PHE centres and national teams to assess drugs intelligence and, where required, issue national briefings or alerts. The ambition is for an England-wide network of local systems that operate in a consistent and complementary way.

Although the primary aim of a drug alert is to inform people who use drugs of an immediate risk an equally important aim of an LDIS is to inform professionals. It is not envisaged that adopting the LDIS model will lead to an increase in public drug alerts and in all likelihood the systematic approach suggested will mean the majority of intelligence received will be used to inform front-line staff. The information sharing will increase staff knowledge, therefore local recording and intelligence will be improved enabling a more effective response. The systematic approach to information gathering used in the LDIS model also has the potential to assist with drug-related death reviews.

A summary of the evidence for drug alerts can be found in appendix 1.
2. A local drug information system model

A flow chart for the whole local drug information system described in the next few chapters is contained at appendix 2.

2.1 Existing local systems

Some local authority areas already have formal drug alert or early warning systems or there are informal systems, groups or networks that fulfil the drug alert function. The core elements of a local drug information system (LDIS) are similar regardless of local arrangements. The LDIS model proposed here is not intended to exclude additional elements of local systems that already work well and enhance the local response.

2.2 Governance

The LDIS model proposes joint ownership by a partnership of local services. Governance may sit within any existing relevant multidisciplinary group or network. The responsibility for establishing an LDIS would normally lie with local authority public health teams as part of the duties of the director of public health. However, it will be important to obtain support from senior managers in all organisations likely to contribute to the system (eg, police, treatment services, acute health trusts). An LDIS form template and criteria for grading alerts have been provided to enable a consistent approach and to assist in the production of a local alert protocol. An LDIS co-ordinator (2.4) takes responsibility for managing the alert process. The LDIS co-ordinator, assisted by an LDIS panel (2.5), is responsible for validating, grading and issuing alerts. It is suggested that public alerts are signed off by a responsible officer, usually the director of public health or a deputy covering unavailability.

2.3 Scope

The LDIS model is intended for dangerous, new and/or novel, potent, adulterated or contaminated substances regardless of their legal status. This would include all psychoactive or performance and image enhancing substances. This may overlap with Trading Standards in the case of alcohol and with the NHS National Patient Safety Alerting System (NPSAS) in cases where over-the-counter or prescribed medications are used for recreational purposes. For biological contamination issues such as anthrax or botulism, the mandated health protection process will apply as outlined at www.gov.uk/notifiable-diseases-and-causative-organisms-how-to-report. In these cases the LDIS may also play a role in dissemination of any resulting alerts.
2.4 LDIS co-ordinator

A suitably experienced person should be designated to co-ordinate the LDIS. The local PHE centre needs to be informed of this person’s details. LDIS co-ordinators, or in their absence a deputy nominated from the LDIS panel (see 2.5), will have responsibility for managing the local alerts process once the LDIS is established.

Some existing systems have nominated system managers from health service providers or built the requirement into service specifications, while others have bought in outside expertise or used existing staff resources. It may be appropriate and cost effective for an LDIS co-ordinator to cover several local areas depending on geography and local considerations. The role should not be time consuming as, once the system is set up, the co-ordinator is only needed when intelligence is being processed. Having a consistent system is not intended to increase the volume of alerts – in fact it may lead to a reduction in their number and in the work involved to confirm and produce them.

The coordinator will want to sign up to receive national briefings and alerts, including those from the Central Alerting System (see appendix 8).

2.5 LDIS panel

An LDIS panel of up to six people can assist the LDIS co-ordinator in the alerts process. The panel will benefit from being multidisciplinary and having a suitable level of expertise in relevant disciplines (medical, policing, pharmacology, drugs specialists, etc). Deputies from the LDIS panel can be nominated to cover the unavailability of the LDIS co-ordinator. If a professional such as an A&E consultant has been involved in dealing with an incident leading to a possible alert, he or she can usefully be asked to become part of the LDIS panel during the assessment of that incident.

2.6 Professional information network

A professional information network (PIN) is simply an interactive online network of local professionals who are likely to encounter new and/or novel, potent, adulterated or contaminated drugs and/or the people who use them. The purpose of this network is to share information, experience and knowledge that may inform any subsequent alerts or action by the LDIS.

A PIN can:
- feed in local information and send LDIS forms to the LDIS
- act as a checking mechanism, ie, monitoring whether a similar issue has been noted by PIN members
- cascade alerts to specific target audiences of professionals and service users
Membership of the PIN

The core membership of a PIN could be formed by existing networks but should be open to all relevant professionals in the area. It may be appropriate to have representatives from the following services on the PIN but membership will differ from area to area:

- hospital emergency departments
- paramedics
- police
- drug services
- youth offending services or teams
- youth services
- children’s services
- social services
- dual diagnosis services
- mental health services
- PHE centres
- health protection teams
- substance use commissioners
- community safety teams
- service user representatives
- schools and school counsellors
- trading standards
- housing agencies
- hostels
- homeless services
- forensic services
- prisons and children and young peoples estates
- communications teams
- police controlled drugs liaison officers
- liaison for coroner’s office
- probation and community rehabilitation companies
- controlled drugs accountable officers
- research professionals
- police and crime commissioner’s office
- pub and club watch

Recruiting PIN members

Many of the professionals desired as members of a PIN may already be part of local networks or groups such as local strategic treatment governance groups, drug-related death groups, NPS response groups or controlled drugs local intelligence networks, etc. These networks can form the core of the PIN without too much adaptation. An LDIS launch event may also help recruit members and explain the operation of the LDIS to local professionals.

The PIN can be expanded as the LDIS develops. There is no limit to the size of the PIN and it is recommended that most organisations have at least two members. Specialist organisations such as drug treatment services may have more than this. Prospective members can be reassured that the PIN requires a minimal time commitment and is mutually beneficial to its members. Members are invited to join the PIN by the LDIS co-ordinator and must agree to its terms of reference.
Terms of reference

PIN members should agree to its terms of reference. These should cover confidentiality, information sharing and data protection. An example of terms of reference for PIN members is provided (appendix 3).

Confidentiality, information sharing and data protection

Information sent within the PIN should be anonymised so that patients or service users cannot be identified. The PIN should only be accessible to its members. Information from the PIN may be shared within services, but should not be in the public domain unless agreed upon by the LDIS co-ordinator.

Technical set up of a PIN

A PIN is a way of passing information between relevant professionals. A number of easy-to-use and free online forums and messaging systems exist to simplify this process. An IT department will be able to help you get set up and assist with any technical issues.

2.7 Communication teams and media protocols

Relevant communications teams need to be familiar with the LDIS model and the role they may have as part of the PIN and LDIS panel. Ideally there should be a joint approach and shared protocols between communication teams from local authorities, health and the police. Local resilience forums or health resilience partnerships may be a good place for LDIS criteria to be discussed and processes agreed so in each local area there is a clear and concise way to disseminate alerts with communications leads identified.

Ideally any press response around new, potent, contaminated or adulterated drugs will be guided by the LDIS panel and use the same criteria for any statements or communications with the media or public as applied to the alert assessment process.

In consultation with the communications teams it is recommended that a spokesperson for alerts be nominated.

2.8 Alert dissemination protocols

An alert dissemination protocol agreed locally with the relevant communication teams may include:
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- an email network list for professional alerts of a ‘for information only’ nature that includes existing cascade networks, eg, those held by NHS England, police and local authority public health
- a strategy for public alerts, which may include social media and local press contacts
- a strategy for targeted alerts to specific populations although dissemination plans will need to be created on a case-by-case basis
# 3. Information received

## 3.1 Type of information or alert received

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of information or alert received by the LDIS</th>
<th>Action by the LDIS co-ordinator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDIS form or other information from a PIN member</td>
<td>A completed LDIS form should be forwarded to the LDIS panel for assessment (see template, appendix 4). Ask the PIN member to complete a form if the information is in any other format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local information from a non-PIN member</td>
<td>The LDIS co-ordinator should ask for an LDIS form to be completed and, if appropriate, invite the person to join the PIN. The completed form should then be forwarded to the LDIS panel for assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert or information sent to LDIS from outside the area</td>
<td>The alert or information should be forwarded to the LDIS panel for assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert from outside the area that has already been cascaded to local professionals</td>
<td>The alert should be forwarded to the LDIS panel for assessment. If the alert is found to be inaccurate after the assessment process it may mean a response from the LDIS is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert concerning local issue that has already been cascaded to local professionals</td>
<td>The original source should be traced and asked to complete an LDIS form. The alert should be forwarded to the LDIS panel for assessment. If the alert is found to be inaccurate after the assessment process it may mean a response from the LDIS is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional and national warnings, briefings and alerts</td>
<td>Information affecting more than one local authority area may be issued as a PHE centre or ‘regional’ warning. Information affecting more than one region may be issued as a PHE national briefing. Formal, national alerts will usually come through the Central Alerting System (see appendix 8). The threshold for all these regional and national warnings, briefings and alerts is higher than is the case with local alerts. They should be cascaded as per protocol and/or as requested. The warning, briefing or alert should be sent to the LDIS panel to see if there are local issues or further actions required. A copy of the warning/briefing/alert and any relevant background information should be filed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 LDIS mailbox

A dedicated mailbox for receiving LDIS forms and drug alerts will make it easier to contact the LDIS. This mailbox should be regularly checked by the LDIS co-ordinator (e.g., twice a day). The mailbox address should be publicised and available on directories and relevant contact information.

3.3 LDIS forms

A template for an LDIS form is provided in appendix 4. Forms should be made readily available in electronic format to all PIN members, relevant professional groups and services.

3.4 LDIS panel assessment

Local alerts or other information received via the mailbox or through other channels should be forwarded by the LDIS co-ordinator to the LDIS panel for assessment. The assessment should be completed as quickly as practicable and within 24 hours of the information being received on a normal working day. The panel may need to meet by teleconference for an acute or serious incident, and should have an out-of-hours process agreed for urgent incidents. The LDIS co-ordinator should ensure that any supplementary information or evidence is available to the LDIS panel before assessment begins (see 4.1).

3.5 Local media reports

A local news item may have been published or a journalist may have contacted communications teams asking for a response. The information or story should be sent to the LDIS coordinator and LDIS panel for evaluation in the same way as any other alert or information received.

If little is known but the media are reporting the story, a holding statement may be considered while an assessment is underway or until more is known. Examples of holding statements are provided (appendix 5). If the media report is found to be inaccurate after the assessment process or toxicology is confirmed it may mean a response from the LDIS is needed. Speculation on drugs, adulterations or contaminations should not be made without forensic evidence (see 4.2).

If, after consultation with the communications team, it is felt that the media coverage is exaggerated or counterproductive and that further media coverage may exacerbate the issue, the best option may be to offer no official response.
4. Validating information

4.1 Validation checklist

The LDIS co-ordinator is responsible for providing all available information to the LDIS panel. It may also be appropriate for the LDIS co-ordinator to validate the information. For example, check:

- **the original source**: check with the specific services involved or trace the source of the original alert; ensure the LDIS form is completed and ask for additional information if available
- **for similar reports**: post on the PIN; contact neighbouring LDIS co-ordinators; look online for similar reports or alerts; search online user groups/forums for relevant experiences
- **that the information is accurate**: check information is plausible, makes sense and sounds credible; look for online briefings, relevant data or risk assessments; contact an expert or someone with knowledge of the issue; check available drug identification databases
- **forensic information**: is forensic information available; is any forensic testing underway and is any more likely to be known; if appropriate, find out if drug analysis/testing is feasible

4.2 Forensic analysis

Ideally, when a local alert is being considered forensic evidence will be available to confirm the identity of a drug or its contaminants. However, in reality this is often not the case. Local forensic evidence is usually only available where death or serious harm has occurred. In some cases there are no samples or forensic means of identification. In some cases press or social media speculation on a drug involved in an incident may occur without forensic results being known. In these cases a holding statement highlighting this may be considered (appendix 5).

Protocols are already in place for the police to collect drugs confiscated by professionals, eg, from in-patient psychiatric units. In most cases these drugs are destroyed without being analysed. Police forces either have contracts with commercial forensic service providers or have their own in-force laboratories which they use to identify drugs, whether controlled or not. Although it is an ideal rather than an expectation of the LDIS model, discussions could be entered into with local police forces and forensic service providers to investigate the possibility of testing substances when they cause concern locally. The funding to perform the analysis would need to be agreed between the police, forensic service provider and the local authority.
4.3 Identifying drugs

In the absence of forensic analysis there may be physical descriptions of a drug and its effects or even photographs available. These can be used to assist in identification by online or commercially available drug identification programmes (appendix 8). Online databases (appendix 8) can be useful. Local police will have various types of field test equipment available which may assist in giving an indication of the drug(s) involved. However, although these resources are useful in identifying drugs that are in circulation, if there is no forensic evidence available for an incident that prompts an LDIS panel investigation, this should be made clear in any alert or communication.

FEWS\textsuperscript{4} is designed to alert the UK government to drugs coming into the country and will be sharing more of its results. However, FEWS is unlikely to be able to provide the level of local detail required to enable it to function as a harm reduction resource. Other European countries have their own testing programmes (appendix 8). WEDINOS, the Welsh early warning system, publishes online results of samples sent in from anyone living in Wales.\textsuperscript{9}
5. Assessing information

5.1 Grading criteria

The following five criteria should be used to grade information by the LDIS.

1. Local relevance
2. Anecdotal evidence
3. Source of evidence
4. Forensic evidence
5. Confirmation of harm

Each criteria question should be considered (5.2). It may help to use a grading matrix (appendix 6). A single criterion may be enough in itself to warrant an alert. The initial decision should then be considered against the efficacy questions (5.3). It may help to use an efficacy matrix (appendix 6). A final decision should then be made (5.4). The grading matrix is designed to assist the decision making process. However, a value judgement will still need to be made based on the evidence available. The decision of the LDIS panel should be recorded and copies kept in an appropriate file.

5.2 Grading criteria questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria question</th>
<th>Do not consider an alert</th>
<th>Consider an alert if other evidence exists</th>
<th>Consider an alert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Is the report locally relevant?</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert unless the report is relevant locally.</td>
<td>If the report is not relevant locally it may still be considered, for example, if there have been multiple deaths or serious harm confirmed to be linked to the substance in other areas and it is causing concern locally.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if the report is locally relevant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the problem confined to another geographical area?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A batch of contaminated heroin in a distant area or a pattern of drug use that is unknown locally may not be relevant to your area, whereas potent MDMA pills that have appeared in a number of different areas or a dangerous NPS sold on the internet may be relevant.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria question</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert</td>
<td>Consider an alert if other evidence exists</td>
<td>Consider an alert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is evidence purely anecdotal?</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert if the report is purely anecdotal and no further evidence or reports support it.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if anecdotal evidence is supported by secondary sources, including other criteria such as confirmed harm or forensic evidence.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if the evidence is anecdotal but strong and supported by multiple anecdotal reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is the information plausible? For example, if an anecdotal report states ecstasy pills contain heroin, how likely is this and how could this be known without forensic information?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Are reports from a reliable source?</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert if the report is vague but from a reliable source and supported by evidence from other criteria. For example, a hospital report of suspected drug related incidents where the drug(s) involved are unknown.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if the information is vague but from a reliable source and supported by evidence from other criteria. For example, a hospital report of suspected drug related incidents where the drug(s) involved are unknown.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if the information is from a reliable source and is specific enough to provide useful information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, a hospital or the police report a number of suspected drug-related incidents occurring on the same evening.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Has the drug, potency or contamination been confirmed via forensics/toxicology?</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert if forensic evidence is unavailable and there is no other compelling evidence. Speculation on drug content, adulterations or contaminations should not be made without forensic evidence.</td>
<td>If forensic evidence is unavailable, only consider an alert in exceptional circumstances or where compelling evidence from other criteria exist. It is desirable in all cases to have forensic evidence, though this is not always possible. If for instance a number of people had died from taking a pill and there was compelling evidence as to its appearance, an alert might be considered.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if there is forensic evidence of particularly dangerous, high potency, adulterated or contaminated drugs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Criteria question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria question</th>
<th>Do not consider an alert</th>
<th>Consider an alert if other evidence exists</th>
<th>Consider an alert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Has there been confirmation of harm or death?</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert if the health consequences are minor.</td>
<td>Consider an alert without confirmation of harm occurring if serious potential harm or death is likely and supported by other evidence. Consider if serious potential harm or death is likely or large numbers of people or vulnerable groups could be at risk.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if there has been confirmation of serious harm or death.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Are the consequences minor or is there an immediate risk of death or serious harm; how many people are involved and how many is this likely to affect; which populations are at risk and are vulnerable groups involved; if people are still in hospital is any more information likely to be known?*

A grading matrix (appendix 6) may assist in the decision making process

### 5.3 Efficacy questions

The initial decision prompted by the answers to the criteria questions should then be considered against the efficacy questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficacy question</th>
<th>Do not consider an alert</th>
<th>Consider if other evidence exists</th>
<th>Consider an alert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information in the public domain?</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert if the information is not in the public domain or is being reported responsibly and would not otherwise warrant an alert. <em>If an alert would broadcast an issue further that was seen as a one-off event.</em></td>
<td>Inaccurate media reports may increase the likelihood of issuing an alert. <em>Response to inaccurate reporting may be needed.</em></td>
<td>Consider an alert if other criteria are met and media reports are causing concern locally. <em>An alert is warranted and social media or press reports are inaccurate or unhelpful.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficacy question</th>
<th>Do not consider an alert</th>
<th>Consider if other evidence exists</th>
<th>Consider an alert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will an alert enable avoidance or risk reduction?</td>
<td>Do not consider an alert unless the available information is specific enough to enable the risk to be reduced or avoided. For instance, the drug is unknown and the risks or harm reduction options cannot be explained.</td>
<td>An alert is warranted by other criteria and generic harm reduction advice is applicable. For instance, the drug is unknown but serious harm or death had occurred and generic harm reduction advice would reduce risk.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if it enables the drug to be avoided or the risk reduced. For instance, the drug can be identified and there are alternatives or harm reduction options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will an alert be counterproductive?</td>
<td>Do not alert if thought to be counterproductive. In most cases do not alert about potent heroin. However, there may be circumstances when an alert is justified: for instance there have been a number of deaths or the purity is exceptionally high.</td>
<td>There is a serious risk and realistic harm-reduction advice is available. For instance, high potency ecstasy pills may be sought out without the risks being understood. Simple risk-reduction, such as breaking a pill in half, may be effective.</td>
<td>Consider an alert if it is unlikely to be counterproductive or the risks of the drug involved outweigh any potential risk from issuing an alert.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An efficacy matrix (appendix 6) may assist in the decision making process.

5.4 LDIS panel final decision

The panel's decision should be recorded (appendix 6).
6. Outputs

6.1 Types of action or alert

The LDIS may decide to take a number of different actions. Any form of alert or information sent to professionals should be shared with PHE local centres. If an alert affects more than one local authority area, PHE may issue a regional or national alert.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alert not warranted</th>
<th>The evidence may not warrant an alert but may still contain useful information and may be worthwhile posting on the PIN or using in other ways. If an alert has already been cascaded and is inaccurate it may be appropriate for the LDIS co-ordinator to inform the originator of the local alerts protocol and ask them to join the PIN. In some cases it may be necessary to issue a clarification.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For information only</td>
<td>Information intended for professionals only should be marked ‘For information only’. Sending briefings to PIN members and other professionals keeps them informed and may enable a more effective response. A number of reliable evidence-based briefings are available online (see appendix 8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted alert to specific populations</td>
<td>Targeted alerts directly or indirectly to specific populations of drug users either by setting (eg, prisons, in-patient psychiatric units) or by user populations (eg, steroid and image enhancing drug users). Targeted alerts may require a bespoke dissemination strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information or alert sent to neighbouring LDIS</td>
<td>If a local alert or information received by one LDIS may affect neighbouring geographically areas, other local LDISs may be sent the information or alert to assess whether it is relevant to their locality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological contamination</td>
<td>For biological contamination issues, such as anthrax or botulism, inform PHE following the process outlined at <a href="http://www.gov.uk/notifiable-diseases-and-causative-organisms-how-to-report">www.gov.uk/notifiable-diseases-and-causative-organisms-how-to-report</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public alert</td>
<td>Public alerts should be sent via communications teams in line with locally agreed protocols. Public alerts reach the widest audience and will be cascaded through social media and personal networks. A public alert may warrant a specific press briefing. Inform the local PHE centre of public alerts. Public alerts should be signed off by a responsible officer (see 2.2).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Alert content

A simple local template for alerts should be prepared in advance. It will contain standard elements like those shown in the example in appendix 7.
6.3 Evaluating the impact of your LDIS and alerts

It can be difficult to assess whether drug alerts reduce adverse incidents and often the work to do so would require substantial additional resources. The following potential measures are just some ways of evaluating the LDIS and alerts – each area will have to decide the extent to which it wants to evaluate the operation of and outcomes from its LDIS:

- yearly review of numbers of PIN members, new members, and member organisations
- numbers of organisations making active use of the LDIS (information/alerts submitted to LDIS mailbox or active participation in LDIS panel and PIN discussions)
- number of alerts/information submitted and responded to via LDIS panel.
- number of public facing messages and professional briefings raised
- short annual online survey circulated via the PIN to assess member views of the usefulness of the LDIS and recommended improvements
- front-line staff’s knowledge of harms from new psychoactive substances or other drugs and their confidence in dealing with them (could be assessed using PIN for dissemination of a survey, through targeted focus groups or simply through feedback in operational and strategic groups)
- where a professional or public facing alert has been issued whether there are subsequently any incidents reported via the PIN in relation to that harm or substances
- for public or targeted information/alerts, follow-up surveys could be completed in relevant services or on the street to see whether information conveyed in the alert has been seen and absorbed by the target audience and also where applicable whether they have changed their behaviour as a result. This will obviously be a more resource-intensive option and may not be achievable for all areas
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Appendix 1. Drug alerts – evidence for effectiveness

**Information and behaviour change:** a drug alert is a way of cascading information in the hope of reducing risk. The information, education, communication (IEC) approach\(^ {20}\), based on social cognitive theory and with information at its core\(^ {21}\), is designed to influence target groups. Although information – in this case about drug risks – is only part of the complex process of behavioural change, it is an essential starting point. For information to be acted upon, the recipient of a message must believe that the risk involved is serious, that they are susceptible to that risk, and that they are able to moderate their behaviour to avoid or reduce it.

**Mass media and harm reduction:** the main communication channel used in disseminating public drug alerts is mass media. Interpersonal communication is more effective in changing behaviour\(^ {22,23}\) but doesn’t reach such a wide audience. Mass media campaigns that aim to reduce or prevent drug use are often counterproductive, particularly those featuring resistance skills\(^ {24}\). What little evaluation there has been of harm reduction mass media campaigns does not always show positive results – they can prevent harm but may arouse interest and encourage use\(^ {25,26,27}\).

**Targeted information:** messages should be credible, accurate and tailored to specific target groups. They should be gender and culturally specific, use terminology that the users can understand, be comprehensive, easy accessible and provided at every possible opportunity\(^ {28,29}\). Involving drug users in the creation of public health messages that target peers has been shown to be effective\(^ {30,31}\). It has been argued, in the context of new psychoactive substances, that users should be viewed as consumers of a product and drug alerts as consumer safety information that may empower them to promote responsible use and develop their own ‘smart’ drug user subcultures\(^ {32}\).

**Communicating with target groups of drug users:** research in the 1990s suggested that users learn about drug warnings through television and print media, from healthcare staff, and “on the street”\(^ {33}\). Although the internet now dominates communication channels, some target groups of drug users do not have regular access to it. There is therefore still a place for alerts pinned to a noticeboard and for face-to-face interventions.

There is evidence that young people use social networks to promote and warn about new and/or novel drugs\(^ {34,35}\). Evidence is generally positive about the way new and/or novel, potent or adulterated drug information is used by online user groups\(^ {36}\). Online drug information from drug-using communities is routinely used by professionals wanting to find out about new drugs.
**Drug checking**: drug checking is the process of testing a user’s drug with the purpose of avoiding harm to that individual and enabling warnings to other potential users. Although this is not a part of the local alert process, learning from this area may be relevant when considering drug alerts that inform of drug contents.

Evidence suggests drug checking does not lead to increased or dangerous use\(^ {37,38} \) and may even result in restricted consumption among ecstasy users.\(^ {39} \) However, it has been argued that the commercially available self-tests are not effective or reliable and may give a false sense of security. Only tests of a forensic standard are accurate enough to be relied upon and even then they do not guarantee safety or protect the consumer against individual responses to substances.\(^ {40} \)

**Pill warnings**: evidence indicates that ecstasy users are aware of the potential for harm associated with ecstasy use and attempt to minimise it by employing strategies to reduce that harm.\(^ {41} \) Messages about adulterated pills, such as those containing PMA and PMMA, are fairly unambiguous: the ‘bad’ pill is to be avoided, as it is more dangerous than the ‘good’ or desired pill. However, messages become more complex when, for instance, the danger involves pills containing high doses of MDMA. Although potent pills can kill just as adulterated ones can, they are also likely to be sought out because they are potent. Harm reduction messages about, for example, breaking potent pills in half, may be appropriate but they involve a more morally ambiguous narrative for public bodies and are more likely to come under scrutiny from the media.\(^ {42} \)

**Heroin purity**: the question of alerting heroin users to ‘strong’ batches of heroin is complex. During the UK heroin drought of 2010 the purity of heroin fell considerably. On the face of it, overdose was less likely when lower purity heroin was on the streets. The risk would come from lowered tolerance once higher purity heroin inevitably returned. However, evidence suggests people continued to use heroin during the drought but also increased the amount and range of substances used simultaneously with heroin. The heroin shortages may have increased as well as reduced harm.\(^ {43} \)

Although purity is a factor in heroin overdose, evidence suggests that purity is only moderately correlated with overdose deaths.\(^ {44} \) Other factors such as loss of tolerance, drug combinations, age, depression and having recently overdosed are more reliable predictors of overdose risk.

There is also convincing evidence that alerts to high-purity heroin designed to reduce the risk of overdose may be of limited effectiveness and even exacerbate overdose risk.\(^ {45,46} \) Evidence suggests heroin injectors view the arrival of potent heroin on the local scene as a positive development and actively seek it out.\(^ {44} \) The need for a hit overrides all other considerations and there may be indifference to death.\(^ {47} \)

There may well be occasions that would justify heroin potency alerts, such as when the potency of heroin has led to multiple deaths. Messages need to be considered in light of highlighting other predictors of overdose risk and be specific in promoting alternative strategies.
Appendix 2. LDIS drug alert flowchart
Appendix 3. Example PIN terms of reference

[Your LDIS] local drug information system
Professional information network (PIN) terms of reference

Background: [your LDIS] professional information network (PIN) is a multidisciplinary online network for professionals in the [your area]. The ethos of the network is one of co-operation. The [your LDIS] PIN was established in [year] and is governed/owned by [relevant details].

Aim: the group enables better information sharing between local professionals and enhances local recording of, and therefore intelligence and responses to, new and/or novel, potent, adulterated or contaminated drugs.

Membership: the network is open to any professionals working within [your area]. Colleagues with relevant knowledge or experience should be encouraged to join the PIN. You may nominate relevant colleagues for membership by emailing the LDIS co-ordinator.

Confidentiality: information sent within the PIN should be anonymised so that patients or service users cannot be identified. The network should only be accessible to PIN members.

Information requests: queries, clarification and requests for information may be posted on the PIN. Information requests and any subsequent answers or comments should be marked as ‘For Information Only’.

LDIS forms: any information or concerns over incidents that you have should be sent to the LDIS mailbox. They should be recorded on the LDIS form provided. Forms are available from the LDIS co-ordinator or at [details]. Relevant managers should be informed and service protocols should be followed.

Information sharing: as a member of the PIN you will be expected to disseminate information and alerts as requested by the LDIS co-ordinator. The mechanisms for doing so should be discussed with colleagues within your organisation.

- information provided to PIN members and marked ‘For information only’ may be shared within services, but should not be in the public domain unless agreed by the LDIS co-ordinator
- alerts may be targeted to specific groups and should not be cascaded outside the groups specified
- public alerts may be cascaded as instructed or within the area, but should not be cascaded outside the area unless specified by the LDIS co-ordinator

Contact details:
The LDIS co-ordinator is [name, contact details]
The email address of the PIN is [details]
The public email address for the alert mailbox is [details]
## Appendix 4. LDIS form

Please complete as much of the form as possible and return to [insert LDIS mailbox]

**Your contact details:** if appropriate role and service

**Location where incident occurred:** geographical area and location if known (ie, home, street, nightclub, hostel, hospital)

**Name of drug:** if known, indicate if brand name on packet, street name, chemical name etc.

**Route of administration:** how was the drug taken? (Tick if known)

- Smoked
- Swallowed
- Sniffed
- Injected

(Ill injected)

- IV
- IM
- Skin pop
- Other (please specify)

**Effect of drug:** the effect of drug as described to you

**How was this effect different from what expected?** (eg, lasted longer, was more potent)

**Polydrug use?** Was the drug used with any other drugs or alcohol?

- No
- Yes
- Unknown

If yes, please list others

**Dosage:** how much was taken; if more than one type of drug please list amount for each

**Cost:** please specify if price is for weight, per bag, pill etc.

**Appearance of drug:** (ie, white powder, pill)

If available, please attach photograph (next to coin for scale)

**Concern:** please indicate concern (ie, adverse effect, altered behaviour, violence, overdose)

**Did the incident involve a hospital admission?**

- No
- Yes
- Unknown

If known please specify which hospital, when this occurred, whether still ongoing?

**Did the incident result in death or other serious harm?** (Give details if known)

**Where was the drug purchased?** (Please tick if known)

- Internet
- Shop
- Dealer
- Friend
- Other (describe)

**Has this issue or concern been raised by other service users?** (How many times?)

- No
- Yes

If yes, roughly how many times

**If known, please indicate drug experience of person concerned**

- Experienced drug user
- Recreational drug user
- Naive drug user
- Other relevant background information, ie, vulnerable adult, young person (age)

**Any other information**

Thank you for your co-operation

This form is also available as a Word template to download and adapt at www.nta.nhs.uk
Appendix 5. Examples of media holding statements

Substance X

There has been a death of a young person locally, and it is being speculated that substance X is responsible, but there is no toxicology.

**Holding statement:** “Any loss of a young life is a tragedy. Until the cause of death is officially confirmed we are unable to comment on any possible involvement of drugs.”

Potent heroin

Potent heroin of 60% purity has been confirmed by toxicology in a recent police operation. Despite the LDIS deciding not to alert, the police have issued a warning.

**Holding statement:** “Any death from drug use is a tragedy. Drug users and their friends and families need to be aware that the strength of heroin is only one of a number of factors that can lead to an overdose. People can become less tolerant to heroin after a period of abstinence, and using the drug at the same time as other depressant drugs, including alcohol, all contribute to the risk. Age, depression and having recently experienced another overdose can also increase the risk.”

**Promoting services:** “Heroin addiction is a chronic relapsing condition and can take many years and several attempts at treatment to overcome. But we should never write people off – with the right support and treatment, they can and do recover. There are good services and support is available for anybody who wants to overcome addiction.”

**Harm reduction advice:** “After a period of abstinence people can become less tolerant to heroin. A much smaller amount should be used than in the past. Use a test dose with any new batches, don’t use depressants like alcohol and diazepam at the same time as heroin, and don’t use alone. If somebody overdoses on heroin, it rarely leads to instant death. An ambulance should be called immediately and any available naloxone used.”
‘Rogue’ pills

On the first day of a three-day music festival, paramedics treat several young people after they took a pink pill sold as ecstasy. Rumors are circulating and the press is reporting that these pink pills are ‘contaminated’ with PMMA.

**Holding statement:** “Without forensic tests we cannot speculate about the contents of these pills.”

**Holding statement 2:** “Over the past few years PMA and PMMA sold as ecstasy pills have been responsible for a number of deaths. In numerous cases pills have been found to contain high doses of MDMA, which can be equally dangerous. Without forensic tests it is impossible to know what is in a pill.”

**Harm reduction advice:** “PMMA takes longer to take effect than MDMA. There is a danger that users will take more in the belief the pills are weak. Potent pills containing high doses of MDMA are now commonly found and these can be equally dangerous as PMMA. When taking any unknown drug it is safer to take a half and wait at least an hour.

“If anyone is in trouble call an ambulance or a paramedic straight away.”
## Appendix 6. Grading and efficacy matrices

### Grading of information received

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading criteria</th>
<th>Weak evidence</th>
<th>Medium evidence</th>
<th>Strong evidence</th>
<th>Exceptional circumstance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Local relevance</td>
<td>Not locally relevant</td>
<td>Maybe relevant</td>
<td>Locally relevant</td>
<td>Exceptional circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Anecdotal report</td>
<td>Anecdotal without support</td>
<td>Anecdotal supported by multiple reports</td>
<td>Anecdotal supported by multiple sources and other criteria</td>
<td>Exceptional circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Source of evidence</td>
<td>Unreliable or unknown source, no other evidence</td>
<td>Unreliable but multiple sources or supported by other evidence</td>
<td>Reliable source and specific enough to be of use</td>
<td>Exceptional circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Forensic evidence</td>
<td>No forensic evidence</td>
<td>No forensic evidence but other compelling evidence</td>
<td>Forensic evidence</td>
<td>Exceptional circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Confirmed harm</td>
<td>No confirmed harm</td>
<td>Potential serious harm or death</td>
<td>Serious harm or death confirmed</td>
<td>Exceptional circumstances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boxes ticked in this column are a good indication that alert is **not** warranted. Boxes ticked in this column are neutral and should be supported by other strong evidence to warrant an alert. Boxes ticked in this column are a good indication that alert is **warranted**. Exceptional circumstances for one criteria, may make alert more likely or even justify an alert by itself.

### Result of grading matrix (no. of ticks)

Initial LDIS panel decision
- [ ] Do not alert
- [ ] Undecided
- [ ] Alert or other actions considered
Efficacy of alert

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficacy questions</th>
<th>Do not consider alert</th>
<th>Efficacy neutral</th>
<th>Alert more likely</th>
<th>Exceptional circumstance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information in public domain</td>
<td>Alert unwarranted and press reporting not causing concern</td>
<td>Alert unwarranted but press reports causing concern</td>
<td>Alert considered and press reports causing public concern</td>
<td>Alert more likely because of intense media and public attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick one box</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will alert enable avoidance or risk reduction?</td>
<td>Alert not specific enough to enable avoidance or risk reduction</td>
<td>Alert not specific but generic harm reduction adviceapplicable</td>
<td>Alert enables drug avoidance or harm reduction response</td>
<td>Alert not specific but other exceptional concerns override</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick one box</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will alert be counterproductive?</td>
<td>Alert likely to be counterproductive</td>
<td>Alert maybe counterproductive but harm reduction message suitable</td>
<td>Alert unlikely to be counterproductive</td>
<td>Alert warranted despite risk of being counterproductive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick one box</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use the answers to the efficacy questions to review the initial LDIS panel decision and arrive at a final decision recorded below.

Panel decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This form is also available as a Word template to download and adapt at www.nta.nhs.uk
Appendix 7. Local alert template

Alert should be dated and have a version number in case you need to update it.

Your LDIS logo and details

DRUG ALERT

DANGEROUS SUBSTANCE ABOUT
Brief warning about dangerous substance

Provide details about what has happened.
Give example if for instance a local person is in hospital or dead.
State clearly if it has been tested and what it is.

Explain what the consequences of taking this dangerous substance are

Describe what it looks like or how it can be identified.

Add photograph of the dangerous substance if you have one

Explain what can be done to avoid this dangerous substance
Give specific harm reduction advice
Explain what should be done if dangerous substance has been taken
Say where to go for help and give contact details.

A footnote should say where the alert should be displayed and by what date it should be taken down.
The impact of an alert is lessened the longer it is displayed.
If the issue is still a concern after the specified date an update can be issued.
Appendix 8. Useful information sources

National alerts

Central Alerting System: sends safety alerts to the NHS and independent health and social care providers registered with the Care Quality Commission (CQC) and signed up to receive alerts. To sign up, email safetyalerts@dh.gsi.gov.uk with:

- full name of organisation
- business of organisation (eg, school/charity/care home etc)
- first name
- last name
- job title
- full postal address
- email address
- telephone number

https://www.cas.dh.gov.uk

Official websites and resources

Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs: detailed technical drug reports and information on new legislation

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/advisory-council-on-the-misuse-of-drugs

EMCDDA: operates the European early warning system and the website has both detailed technical reports and information in user-friendly formats

www.emcdda.europa.eu

Forensic Early Warning System (FEWS)


UK Focal Point on drugs

www.nta.nhs.uk/focalpoint.aspx

NHS Choice medicines A-Z: NHS online resources with information on over-the-counter and prescribed medicines

www.nhs.uk/medicine-guides/pages/default.aspx
Popular websites and resources

Wikipedia: information on a wide range of drugs. However, it may be inaccurate or outdated so, where possible, references should be checked at the original source en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Psychoactive_drugs

Erowid: a comprehensive drug information website
www.erowid.org

DrugScience: formerly the Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs
www.drugscience.org.uk

DS Daily: a free email newsletter with policy, research and media coverage
www.dsdaily.org.uk

The Drugs Wheel: useful for the current legal status of a range of psychoactive substances. Also contains professional briefings produced by Drugwatch.
www.thedrugswheel.com

Online user forums: contain user experiences and often have some of the most comprehensive briefings on new drugs. However, information in forums should not be relied upon on their own without checking with other sources.
www.drugs-forum.com
www.bluelight.org

Drug analysis and identification

WEDINOS: Welsh early warning system publishes online drug analysis
www.wedinos.org

DIMS: Dutch testing system, publishes results and information (needs translation)
www.drugs-test.nl

Pill reports: provides pill reports
www.pillreports.net/index.php?page=region_home&region=2

TICTAC: commercially available drug identification database
www.tictac.org.uk

NPS clinical information

Project Neptune: information and clinical guidance on NPS
www.neptune-clinical-guidance.co.uk